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The.The use of tilt phones has gained in popularity in recent
years, typically being used by people in connection with
sporting events and other entertainment events. Such phones
may be used by patrons to place calls to friends, family and also
to order food and drinks from restaurants located in the vicinity
of the phone. With the increase in use of such phones, their
placement and orientation on the ground has become more
challenging. Because such phones are typically connected to a
wireless access point, a user of a tilt phone must manually
switch the tilt phone from an in use to an out of use position so
that the tilt phone may be removed from the wireless access
point. This also means that the tilt phone must be manually



returned to a desired orientation of use. Accordingly, there is a
need for an improved ground-mounted tilt phone and wireless
access point system that reduces the inconvenience of switching
between tilt phone modes. The present invention is directed to
this need.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates
to a semiconductor device and, more particularly, to a
semiconductor device having a circuit including a fuse. 2.
Description of
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